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Topics
¨

Elements of Public-Private Partnerships (P3)

¨

Steps in the Development of P3’s

¨

Key Factors for Successful P3’s

Selected BAE Experience with P3
¨

Baltimore State Center
(28 acres, $1.5 billion MXD)

¨

Google Office Lease at NASA
(1M sf development ground lease)

¨

City of San Francisco P3’s
(Hotel, residential, entertainment)

¨

Mare Island Reuse – BRAC
(1,400 du, 9 million sf)

¨

+ National TOD, BRAC P3’s

Definition and Characteristics of P3
¨

A venture between a public agency and a private
entity to meet a public need that is unmet due to
agency financing, capacity, or other constraints
Joint responsibility for defining the project and its objectives,
with the private partner managing implementation
¤ Proportional sharing in risks and returns from the project, with
a contribution of value from the public entity
¤ Private partner selection is primarily based on qualifications
and capabilities, not price
¤

Types of P3’s
¨

P3 is a strategy tailored to specific situations and
needs, so there are nearly unlimited variations
¤

¨

Public facilities and services, TOD, economic development,
infrastructure, energy, education, etc.

Real estate development P3’s can be done
incrementally and in phases
Does not require a master developer approach
¤ Larger sites can accommodate multiple P3 projects with
coordination of site planning and improvements
¤

Real Estate Development P3’s
¨

P3s are complicated – public agencies need a
long-term benefit to justify the added work
Requires advance work to conceive the project, define public
objectives, develop internal and external consensus
¤ Need to enhance internal capabilities and revise internal
processes – the usual way of doing business won’t work
¤ Involves the iterative negotiation of multiple complex legal
agreements
¤ Creates long-term management responsibilities
¤

P3’s Are Complicated: A Sample Process
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might have for the specific project in question. It is essential that the overall
development strategy is described both verbally and graphically to ensure that
both the public and the real estate community understand the program.
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The predevelopment process establishes how the vision can be realized and
indicates the public partner’s level of preparedness to structure and implement
the proposed project. The public partner must complete the following stages
before issuing a developer solicitation: land assemblage and ownership, environmental analysis of the site, market demand and financial feasibility studies,

been quite successful in attracting private investment by eliminating lengthy
approval processes and overlapping regulations. Regulatory delays and loss of
the right to develop pose the greatest risks to developers. Eliminating such risks
makes a successful public/private partnership much more likely. The public sector
must resolve the dilemma of the dual role of partner and land regulator.
Be Resourceful with Funding. With the increasing scarcity of public sector

The Process of P3 Creation
¨

Define objectives and develop concepts

¨

Determine what is a feasible project

¨

Establish the selection process

¨

Negotiate the terms

¨

Finalize and execute the agreements

¨

Oversee project implementation, future revisions

Considerations for P3 Creation
¨

Need to understand project feasibility and all the
relevant issues up-front
Sets the stage to select the right partner, negotiate successfully
¤ Identify agency’s ability to enhance feasibility and/or
contribute funding, e.g. parking, site infrastructure
¤

¨

Typical public agency procurement processes do not
work for real estate development
Too inflexible, too narrow, too burdensome
¤ Can comply with statutory requirements without following the
usual process
¤

More Considerations for P3 Creation
¨

P3 development is an iterative process that involves
ongoing negotiations and revisions
¤

¨

Multiple potential agreements: development agreements;
ground leases; financing agreements; office leases; operating
agreements, community benefits, etc.

The work doesn’t end when the all the agreements
get signed
Review and approval of plans, construction, operations
¤ Monitor financial performance to ensure required payments
are made when due
¤

Key Factors for Success
¨

Lessons learned from experience on the factors
that lead to success includes:
Organize for success
¤ Do your homework
¤ Pick the right partner
¤ Negotiate effectively and fairly
¤ Engage the public and stakeholders
¤ Be flexible and ready for ongoing change
¤

Preparing for Success
¨

P3’s only work if public agency leaders are
engaged, supportive, and provide needed resources
Need to cut through interagency, interdepartmental disputes
¤ Create a project team with direct access to decision-makers
¤ Add capacity in real estate development, finance, and law
¤

¨

Identify a straightforward process for negotiation
and execution of final agreements – time is money

¨

Focus on selection of private partners with
demonstrated successful P3 experience

Creating Success
¨

Negotiate a fair deal structure, ensure that the public
entity shares in the “upside”, is protected on losses

¨

Build stakeholder support up front and throughout
the project, show how it’s a “win” for all

¨

Projects are created, refined, and developed through
a continuing negotiation process
It’s an iterative process that requires collaboration based on
trust and an open book approach to problem solving
¤ Evaluate and identify a proper approach that meets
Government Code requirements
¤

Case Study #1: State Center, Baltimore
¨

Redevelopment of State’s 28 acre main office campus
¤

At build-out in 15-20 years: 800,000 sf new State offices;
1.1M sf private offices; 220,000 sf retail; 1,400 dwelling units

¨

4 phase project with Master Agreement; separate
development agreement, ground lease for each phase

¨

Phase 1: 2.8 acres, 490,000 sf office, State is lessee.
50 year ground lease; options for 25 and 15 years
¤

¨

State finances and builds a 928 space garage

Ground rent, percentage rent, participation rent
projected to be $134 million over 50 years

Case Study #2: Hotel Vitale, SF
¨

200-room hotel with restaurants, event space, on the
Embarcadero on former 1.1 acre MUNI bus yard

¨

51-year ground lease, with extension option for 14
years, ground rent payment at 8% of land value
Annual CPI increase, with reassessment to market Years 31, 51
¤ Versus percentage rent of 6% of gross revenues
¤ Hotel reverts to MUNI at the end of the lease term
¤

¨

Total lease proceeds to SF during 65 year lease term,
in current dollars, projected to be $311 million
¤

Total new tax revenues are $548 million

Case Study #3: Fillmore Heritage Center, SF
¨

Mixed-use project with 80 dwelling units and
50,000 sf of entertainment, dining on 1.2 acres

¨

Sale of site to developer for $6.6M, contractual
conditions in Disposition & Development Agreement
¤

Creation of multiple “air rights” parcels, with option for
developer to ground lease the commercial parcel

¨

Financial assistance from City for remediation, predevelopment, underground garage construction loan

¨

Profit-sharing formula between City, developer with
developer choice between two alternative formulas
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